What a Wonderful World

Form is AABA, take tag last time

Words & Music by Thiele & Weiss

S-Gt

Intro

G    Cmaj7    G    Cmaj7

A section

G    Bm7    Cmaj7    Bm7    Am    G    B7    Em7

Go to tag last time

Eb    Am7(b 5)    D7    G    Gaug    C    D7

2.

G    C    G

Tabulation:

Intro:
G    Cmaj7    G    Cmaj7

A section:
G    Bm7    Cmaj7    Bm7    Am    G    B7    Em7

Go to tag last time:
Eb    Am7(b 5)    D7    G    Gaug    C    D7

2.:
G    C    G

Tabulation:

Intro:

G    Cmaj7    G    Cmaj7

A section:

G    Bm7    Cmaj7    Bm7    Am    G    B7    Em7

Go to tag last time:

Eb    Am7(b 5)    D7    G    Gaug    C    D7

2.:
G    C    G

Tabulation:

Intro:

G    Cmaj7    G    Cmaj7

A section:

G    Bm7    Cmaj7    Bm7    Am    G    B7    Em7

Go to tag last time:

Eb    Am7(b 5)    D7    G    Gaug    C    D7

2.:
G    C    G

Tabulation:
B section

C/D    G/D    C/D    G

Em7   Bm7   Em7   E7   Am7   D7

F7    E7    Am7    D7

G      G/D   Gmaj7

Tag last time only